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Pdf free The exclamation the wise choice of a spouse
for catholic marrriage (PDF)
a person or thing that has been chosen or that can be chosen first choice harvard was not his first
choice choice as he wouldn t be my choice as a friend choice for this type of day care may in fact be
the best choice for your child more examples a choice is an act of choosing something from multiple
options or is one of the options you can choose from choice also describes something as being carefully
selected choice has several other senses as a noun and an adjective when a person makes a choice they
consider different options and select one of them for example you might look at choice implies the
opportunity to choose a choice of evils alternative suggests that one has a choice between only two
possibilities it is often used with a negative to mean that there is no second possibility to have no
alternative option emphasizes free right or privilege of choosing to exercise one s option preference
applies to a a situation in which you can choose between two or more things if i had a choice i d give
up work he had no choice but to accept their offer they had no choice other than to surrender i m single
by choice because i want to be choice noun decision b1 the decision to choose one thing or person and
not someone or something else 1 the act of choosing selection finding it hard to make a choice 2 power
of choosing option you have no choice 3 a the best part cream of the cavalry the king s own was the
choice b a person or thing chosen she was their first choice 4 a number and variety to choose among a
plan with a wide choice of options 5 noun opal w opal s tʃɔɪs idioms countable an act of choosing
between two or more possibilities something that you can choose we are faced with a difficult choice
choice between a and b women forced to make a choice between family and career we aim to help students
make more informed career choices noun tʃɔɪs countable choice between a and b an act of choosing between
two or more possibilities something that you can choose women forced to make a choice between family and
career we are faced with a difficult choice we aim to help students make more informed career choices
noun an act or instance of choosing selection her choice of a computer was made after months of research
his parents were not happy with his choice of friends the right power or opportunity to choose option
the child had no choice about going to school the person or thing chosen or eligible to be chosen this
book is my choice 1 countable noun if there is a choice of things there are several of them and you can
choose the one you want it s available in a choice of colors at lunchtime there s a choice between the
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buffet or the set menu synonyms range variety selection assortment more synonyms of choice 2 countable
noun a a range of things that can be chosen singular often of the plan has a wide choice of options
there are many options that can be chosen you have the choice of coffee or tea noncount the menu does
not have much choice selection an indefinite article guide when to use each and when to say either one
works what to know the rule for choosing whether a or an should be used is usually remembered as
depending upon whether the following word begins with a consonant for using a or a vowel for using an
definitions of choice noun the act of choosing or selecting your choice of colors was unfortunate
synonyms option pick selection see more noun one of a number of things from which only one can be chosen
my only choice is to refuse synonyms alternative option see more noun the person or thing chosen or
selected n countable an act or instance of choosing selection a wise choice of friends the right power
or opportunity to choose uncountable no choice but to go along countable the person or thing chosen blue
is my choice for the rug countable an abundance or variety from which to choose a wide choice of styles
adj before a noun choosing is the act of selecting or making decisions when faced with multiple
possibilities or options it is important to note that to not choose is also a choice delaying a choice
or not definition of choice 1 as in option the power right or opportunity to choose you have no choice
you have to go to the conference synonyms similar words relevance option preference alternative way
selection pick liberty discretion election vote volition definition for choice adjective as in excellent
superior compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches best excellent preferred prime superior
strong matches 10 elect elite exclusive fine nice prize special valuable winner weak matches choice in
philosophy the supposed ability to freely decide between alternatives choice is a corollary of the
traditional notion of free will understood as the supposed power or capacity of humans to make decisions
or perform actions independently of any prior event in or state of the universe israel has a choice to
make rafah or riyadh a camp for displaced palestinians in rafah in the southern gaza strip on april 26
2024 mohammed abed agence france presse getty images u s an apple spokesperson requested to speak off
the record about browser choice screens when wired declined and asked for an on the record comment all
further requests for an interview went book your vacation to singapore with choice hotels our hotels in
singapore offer a variety of amenities near top attractions
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choice english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 28 2024
a person or thing that has been chosen or that can be chosen first choice harvard was not his first
choice choice as he wouldn t be my choice as a friend choice for this type of day care may in fact be
the best choice for your child more examples

choice definition meaning dictionary com Feb 27 2024
a choice is an act of choosing something from multiple options or is one of the options you can choose
from choice also describes something as being carefully selected choice has several other senses as a
noun and an adjective when a person makes a choice they consider different options and select one of
them for example you might look at

choice definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 26 2024
choice implies the opportunity to choose a choice of evils alternative suggests that one has a choice
between only two possibilities it is often used with a negative to mean that there is no second
possibility to have no alternative option emphasizes free right or privilege of choosing to exercise one
s option preference applies to a

choice definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Dec 25 2023
a situation in which you can choose between two or more things if i had a choice i d give up work he had
no choice but to accept their offer they had no choice other than to surrender i m single by choice
because i want to be choice noun decision b1 the decision to choose one thing or person and not someone
or something else

choice definition meaning merriam webster Nov 24 2023
1 the act of choosing selection finding it hard to make a choice 2 power of choosing option you have no
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choice 3 a the best part cream of the cavalry the king s own was the choice b a person or thing chosen
she was their first choice 4 a number and variety to choose among a plan with a wide choice of options 5

choice noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 23 2023
noun opal w opal s tʃɔɪs idioms countable an act of choosing between two or more possibilities something
that you can choose we are faced with a difficult choice choice between a and b women forced to make a
choice between family and career we aim to help students make more informed career choices

choice noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 22 2023
noun tʃɔɪs countable choice between a and b an act of choosing between two or more possibilities
something that you can choose women forced to make a choice between family and career we are faced with
a difficult choice we aim to help students make more informed career choices

choice definition usage examples dictionary com Aug 21 2023
noun an act or instance of choosing selection her choice of a computer was made after months of research
his parents were not happy with his choice of friends the right power or opportunity to choose option
the child had no choice about going to school the person or thing chosen or eligible to be chosen this
book is my choice

choice definition in american english collins english Jul 20 2023
1 countable noun if there is a choice of things there are several of them and you can choose the one you
want it s available in a choice of colors at lunchtime there s a choice between the buffet or the set
menu synonyms range variety selection assortment more synonyms of choice 2 countable noun
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choice definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 19 2023
a a range of things that can be chosen singular often of the plan has a wide choice of options there are
many options that can be chosen you have the choice of coffee or tea noncount the menu does not have
much choice selection

a vs an when to use indefinite articles merriam webster May 18 2023
an indefinite article guide when to use each and when to say either one works what to know the rule for
choosing whether a or an should be used is usually remembered as depending upon whether the following
word begins with a consonant for using a or a vowel for using an

choice definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 17 2023
definitions of choice noun the act of choosing or selecting your choice of colors was unfortunate
synonyms option pick selection see more noun one of a number of things from which only one can be chosen
my only choice is to refuse synonyms alternative option see more noun the person or thing chosen or
selected

choice wordreference com dictionary of english Mar 16 2023
n countable an act or instance of choosing selection a wise choice of friends the right power or
opportunity to choose uncountable no choice but to go along countable the person or thing chosen blue is
my choice for the rug countable an abundance or variety from which to choose a wide choice of styles adj
before a noun

making wise choices the key to a meaningful life Feb 15 2023
choosing is the act of selecting or making decisions when faced with multiple possibilities or options
it is important to note that to not choose is also a choice delaying a choice or not
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choice synonyms 297 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 14 2023
definition of choice 1 as in option the power right or opportunity to choose you have no choice you have
to go to the conference synonyms similar words relevance option preference alternative way selection
pick liberty discretion election vote volition

71 synonyms antonyms for choice thesaurus com Dec 13 2022
definition for choice adjective as in excellent superior compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest
matches best excellent preferred prime superior strong matches 10 elect elite exclusive fine nice prize
special valuable winner weak matches

choice definition free will britannica Nov 12 2022
choice in philosophy the supposed ability to freely decide between alternatives choice is a corollary of
the traditional notion of free will understood as the supposed power or capacity of humans to make
decisions or perform actions independently of any prior event in or state of the universe

opinion israel has a choice to make rafah or riyadh Oct 11 2022
israel has a choice to make rafah or riyadh a camp for displaced palestinians in rafah in the southern
gaza strip on april 26 2024 mohammed abed agence france presse getty images u s

why apple s iphone browser choice option sucks wired Sep 10 2022
an apple spokesperson requested to speak off the record about browser choice screens when wired declined
and asked for an on the record comment all further requests for an interview went
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hotels in singapore choice hotels Aug 09 2022
book your vacation to singapore with choice hotels our hotels in singapore offer a variety of amenities
near top attractions
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